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Abstract
Building single or multi-speaker neural network-based text-to-
speech synthesis systems commonly relies on the availability
of large amounts of high quality recordings from each speaker
and conditioning the training process on the speaker’s identity
or on a learned representation of it. However, when little data
is available from each speaker, or the number of speakers is
limited, the speech synthesis system can be hard to train and
will result in poor speaker similarity and naturalness.

In order to address this issue we explore several directions
by engaging speaker adaptation, additional loss terms, data aug-
mentation, speaker selection methods and different types of tex-
tual representations to improve the quality of the synthetic out-
put speech. Our experiments are focused on the Romanian lan-
guage that is considered a low-resource language.

Objective and subjective measures are used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed methods.
Index Terms: text-to-speech, deep neural networks, limited
data, lexical features, Romanian

1. Introduction
Text-to-speech (TTS) systems aim to transform text into syn-
thetic speech. The motivation behind this is various, but an
initial and still valid reason is to provide a tool for visually im-
paired people or to reconstruct the voices of those who have lost
their ability to speak [1]. Other applications have emerged since
TTS systems became freely available. It can assist us in reading
any content available online and facilitates the virtual assistant
applications.

The process of generating speech from the raw input text
includes several intermediate steps that start with the process-
ing of text resulting in the generation of speech waveform. The
steps of this process are usually grouped into two major com-
ponents: the text processing and acoustic modelling.

With the rise of the deep learning methodologies deep
neural network (DNN) based speech synthesis has achieved
unimaginable results in terms of naturalness and flexibility and
has become the go-to solution for speech synthesis. A large
number of neural architectures have been exploited for speech
synthesis. The challenges of neural synthesis include the ne-
cessity of large amounts of high quality speech recordings and
the trade-offs between the quality of output speech, model sizes,
training times, inference speed, computing power requirements,
ease of control and adaptability. In our work we focus on the
challenge of reducing the amount of training data and the exam-
ination of speaker characteristics that influence the synthesised
speech output. In addition we aim to improve the naturalness (as
perceived by human listeners) of the output speech by extending
the input text with additional lexical features. We focus on the
Romanian language that is considered a low-resource language
with regards to digital resources [2].

Figure 1: The postfiltering process [3].

2. Method overview
The following three experiments target the improvement of
speech output using limited amount of data.

2.1. Speech synthesis with limited data using postfiltering

The proposed method applies postfiltering as a means to en-
hance the quality of speech output using limited amount of
data [3]. The training strategy consists of a two-step process,
first a DNN-based TTS system is trained using data from mul-
tiple speakers to create an average voice model, and second the
output speech is processed through a postfiltering component.
The method of speaker adaptation is used as the postfiltering
step, where the previously trained TTS system is fine-tuned for
a newly added speaker. In the experiments both components
were trained with different amounts of data and the results were
reported on the output of the postfiltering step. An overview of
the process is shown in Figure 1.

Evaluated objectively with Mel Cepstral Distortion
(MCD) [4] the synthetic voices passed through the postfilter
component achieved a better score compared to the systems us-
ing the same amount of data but synthesized only with the first
TTS component. The synthetic speech generated by the post-
filtering network was also preferred as evaluated subjectively
through listening tests. 20 native listeners were asked to rate
the naturalness and speaker similarity of the synthetic speech in
comparison with the corresponding natural sample.

2.2. Multi-speaker synthesis with data augmentation

TTS systems are capable of synthesising speech for a single or
multiple speakers whose identities are learnt during the training
process. Multi-speaker TTS systems have the advantage of in-
corporating multiple vocal identities into a single network, and
allow the user to select any of these identities without the need
to change the architecture. This scenario also enables the use
of fewer samples per speaker, however in the resulting acoustic
model not all speakers exhibit the same synthetic quality.

Multi-speaker speech corpora enable the training of multi-
speaker synthesis systems, although the varying quality caused
by the different speaking styles and recording conditions needs
to be considered. Evaluating and selecting subsets of the avail-
able data has shown to result in better quality speech output
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Figure 2: t-SNE plots for speaker embeddings of natural and
their corresponding augmented samples [6]. The speakers are
color coded, the original natural samples are marked as natu-
ral, while the augmented versions are marked with dur and F0

followed by the modification ratio.

compared with models trained on larger sets of data [5]. We pro-
pose to enhance the speaker identity learning of multi-speaker
speech synthesis systems by exploring two directions: forc-
ing the network to learn a better speaker identity representation
by adding an additional loss term based on speaker verifica-
tion metrics; and augmenting the input data pertaining to each
speaker using waveform manipulation methods [6].

In the first speaker similarity improvement scenario we rely
on the information provided by a pre-trained speaker verifica-
tion (SV) system. The speaker embeddings generated by the
SV network from the synthesised output and the embeddings
extracted from the natural samples are evaluated using the co-
sine similarity function or the equal error rate measure. These
speaker verification-based metrics are sequentially appended as
additional weighted terms to the overall loss function of the TTS
system. The other scenario relies on augmentation methods to
increase the data for each speaker in the training set. The first
method is inspired by [7] and uses basic waveform resampling
to modify the overall duration of the utterance. In the second
method, we employed the Pitch Synchronous Overlap and Add
(PSOLA) [8] algorithm to manipulate the duration and pitch
of each of the speakers’ utterances. A t-Distributed Stochastic
Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) [9] visualisation for a subset of
the PSOLA-augmented samples is shown in Figure 2.

The output of the multi-speaker TTS system was evaluated
both objectively, in terms of word error rate (WER) and equal
error rate (EER), as well as subjectively through listening tests.
In terms of objective intelligibility, appending the SV-based loss
term, on average, lowers the WER for the systems trained using
only natural speech samples. However, the training data wave-
form manipulations does not contribute to a better learning of
the speaker identity. The ordering of the systems and improve-
ment methods obtained in the objective evaluation holds true
within the listening test as well (performed as in Section 2.1).

2.3. Speaker selection in multi-speaker speech synthesis

To improve the speech output of the TTS systems we objec-
tively evaluate the effects of recording conditions and speaker
characteristics for neural speech synthesis [10]. The main con-
tributions of our work are: 1) an objective evaluation of speaker
characteristics’ influence in multi-speaker neural speech syn-
thesis; and 2) an evaluation of three different types of text rep-
resentations fed as input to the neural network.
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(a) Studio recording - female speakers

Figure 3: Boxplots of the Euclidean distances calculated be-
tween the 2D t-SNE projections of the SV pairs of embeddings
from natural and corresponding synthesised utterance [10].

We employ the usage of a large parallel Romanian corpus
to evaluate the influence of speaker particularities over the per-
formance of a TTS system. More specifically, the effect the
recording conditions performed in studio or using home record-
ing devices, and the influence of biological gender of the speak-
ers is examined. The synthesised spoken output was evaluated
using two objective measures: EER pertaining to speaker simi-
larity, and WER pertaining to speech intelligibility. The results
showed that a major role in the output of the synthesis is played
by the availability of studio-quality recordings. All speakers
recorded using their home setups had higher EER and WER
rates independently of the biological gender1.

Because the text representation has also been found to affect
the quality of the synthesised output [11], we look into differ-
ent linguistic information present at the input of the TTS data.
Three types of text representations are used: graphemic rep-
resentation (GR), phonemic representation (PH) and phonemic
representation extended with the syllable boundary and lexical
stress markings (EXT). To evaluate the shift of the synthesised
samples versus the natural ones, we compute the Euclidean dis-
tance between 12 natural test samples and their corresponding
synthesised ones, and plot their statistics for female speakers
recorded in studio in Figure 3. With respect to the text repre-
sentation, the extended transcription yields the best results for
speaker similarity, and the phonemic transcription for intelligi-
bility. But the differences between the systems are not statisti-
cally significant. This means that on average the text represen-
tation is not a determinant factor in the synthesis quality.

3. Conclusions
In our work we target the enhancement of neural speech syn-
thesis systems with a main focus on the Romanian language
using limited amount of data. The first improvement method re-
lies on speaker adaptation by starting from a pre-trained model
on multiple voices and fine-tuning this towards a target speaker
through a postfiltering network. The following experiments en-
gage multi-speaker speech synthesis systems and experiment
with the usage of additional loss terms for speaker similarity,
data augmentation methods to increase the amount of training
data and the selection of speaker data based on the recording
conditions and speaker characteristics by evaluating their influ-
ence on the synthesised output speech. We also examine the
effect of using multiple textual representation on multi-speaker
speech synthesis. Objective and subjective evaluation methods
underline the effectiveness of the methods applied.

1We note that the results obtained for Romanian (with rather simple
phonemic transcription rules) might not be extended to languages with
more complex rules for letter to sound transcription, such as English.
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